We use surface x-ray diffraction to study the structure of organic-organic heterojunctions grown by organic molecular-beam deposition. In particular, we study films of 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride ͑PTCDA͒ grown on a decanethiol self-assembled monolayer ͑SAM͒ on a Au͑111͒ surface. The deposition of several (Ϸ16) monolayers of PTCDA results in unstrained crystalline films whose ͑012͒ lattice planes are rotated 21.6°with respect to the ͗112 ͘ Au azimuthal direction. This alignment, which is different from that of PTCDA on the bare Au͑111͒ surface, is most likely caused by the corrugation of the SAM surface ͓with the c(4ϫ2) superlattice of the ͱ3ϫͱ3R30°unit cell͔. The SAM structure was found to be unaltered by the presence of the PTCDA overlayer. In addition, the heterogeneous PTCDA/SAM/Au structure, acting as an x-ray interferometer with the SAM as a spacer, allows for the precise determination of the SAM thickness.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thin films of relatively large organic molecules ͑i.e., with atomic masses in the range from 200 to 1000 amu͒ are potentially useful for electronic and optoelectronic applications such as organic light emitting devices, solar cells, field effect transistors, and sensors.
1,2 In particular, the less severe lattice matching condition between adsorbate and substrate, which applies to organic film growth, has expanded the choice of materials available for the design of thin films. However, a high density of defects leading to a low-carrier mobility has been a limiting factor in the practical utilization of this type of material. The optimum conditions leading to ordered thinfilm growth have been sought from the study of monolayers on inorganic substrates using traditional ultrahigh vacuum ͑UHV͒ characterization techniques. It has been found that the strength of the interaction with the substrate, the substrate symmetry, and the growth conditions are key factors in determining film structure and morphology. Planar -stacking organic molecules such as ͑oligo͒thiophene, 3, 4 naphthalene, perylene, and their derivatives, 1 have been shown to be excellent model compounds for studying the growth and optoelectronic properties of organic semiconducting thin films on metal and semiconductor substrates. The interlayer bonding by the relatively flexible van der Waals ͑vdW͒ interaction results in ordered films over extended distances without a high density of strain-induced defects. One of the archetypal molecules belonging to this group is 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride ͑PTCDA͒ ͑see Fig. 1͒ , which has been grown on various substrates such as highly oriented pyrolitic graphite ͑HOPG͒, MoS 2 , Ag͑111͒, Ag͑110͒, Ni͑111͒, Ge͑100͒, Cu͑100͒, Au͑111͒, GaAs͑100͒, Se-terminated GaAs, and the alkali halides ͑see Refs. 1 and 2 and references therein͒.
One of the factors that determine the structure of the first monolayer of PTCDA is the strength of the interaction with the substrate. On Ag͑111͒, PTCDA monolayers form a commensurate base-centered rectangular unit cell ͑''herringbone structure''͒, which is observed on most inorganic substrates, 1 whereas on the stronger binding Ag͑110͒, a commensurate almost square unit cell ͑''brick stone structure''͒ was found.
2,5 For more weakly binding ͑''inert''͒ substrates, e.g., HOPG and MoS 2 , the substrate has only a weak influence on the PTCDA overlayer, and long-range order is achieved due to the dominance of intermolecular forces between PTCDA molecules. In this case, the substrate only serves as a twodimensional ͑2D͒ base for the organic layer. The condition for incommensurate yet ordered growth on such substrates was suggested to be due to a large intralayer stiffness compared with a small interlayer shear stress. 6 Depending on the growth conditions, the structure formed in the first and second layers can be maintained or relaxed towards the bulk in thicker films. When the organic thin film is grown under nonequilibrium conditions, i.e., high deposition rates and low substrate temperatures, 1,7 the organic thinfilm structure may be significantly distorted from the bulk. On Au͑111͒, PTCDA forms a highly strained, incommensurate structure with mesa-like morphology in this regime with no apparent strain relief as the thickness of the film is increased. 7 By comparison, equilibrium growth ͑i.e., low deposition rates and high surface temperatures͒ results in a relaxed three-dimensional island morphology after the first few monolayers. On HOPG, which has a weaker interaction with PTCDA than Au͑111͒, PTCDA was observed to form a long-range and orientationally ordered incommensurate structure under non-equilibrium conditions. [8] [9] [10] [11] While most studies have focused on the growth of organic films on inorganic substrates, little is known about thin film growth of organic molecules on an organic substrate. This is largely due to the difficulties in producing well-characterized and reproducible organic surfaces. In a four-layer alternating structure of 20-Å PTCDA and 20-Å 3,4,7,8-naphthalenetetracarboxylic dianhydride ͑NTCDA͒, each layer was found to be crystalline with its own well-defined surface unit cell. 12 Other studies have centered on PTCDA on copper phthalocyanine ͑CuPc͒, where it was found that PTCDA did not have crystalline order within the layers when grown on 20-Å CuPc on HOPG, 12 whereas PTCDA deposited on 2 monolayers ͑ML͒ of CuPc/Cu͑100͒ indicated the presence of crystallinity with a structural change of PTCDA from a base centered to a rectangular unit cell after several monolayers. 13 Even though these studies, based on reflection high-energy and low-energy electron diffraction ͑RHEED and LEED, respectively͒, have indicated that it is possible to grow crystalline organic films on organic substrates, to our knowledge no detailed study of the structural properties of organic-organic heterointerfaces has been performed to date. Nevertheless, many fully organic heterostructure devices such as light-emitting devices are currently being exploited for commercial applications, making their full structural understanding imperative to future rapid advancements in the technology. Furthermore, the substrate surface can determine the properties of the deposited organic thin film via the introduction of an interfacial organic buffer layer of variable structure and electronic properties. Understanding the layer structure represents a first step in our ability to control the properties ͑both electronic and optical͒ of such interfaces. 14 This understanding has been slow to develop due to the difficulty in structurally characterizing organic monolayer systems. However, due to their stability and relative ease of preparation, a few systems have been thoroughly studied, among which are monolayers of the n-alkanethiols ͓CH 3 (CH 2 ) nϪ1 SH or C n SH͔ self-assembled on Au͑111͒. At present, these self-assembled molecules ͑SAM's͒ can be grown on Au͑111͒ with reproducible coverage and structure, 15, 16 and therefore offer a good choice for a wellcharacterized organic substrate.
Here we use grazing incidence x-ray diffraction ͑GIXD͒ to study ultrahigh vacuum deposited PTCDA on the organic surface of a decanethiol SAM ͑see Fig. 1͒ . We find that it is possible to grow highly oriented and unstrained thin films of stacked organic molecules on these surfaces without altering the SAM ordering.
II. EXPERIMENT
The samples were grown in situ by molecular-beam deposition in a UHV chamber 17 operated at a base pressure of ϳ10 Ϫ9 Torr. The chamber, equipped with a beryllium window for grazing incidence x-ray diffraction, mounts directly onto a Huber four-circle diffractometer situated at beam line X10B at the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The instrumental resolution was set by the variable aperture of the slits in front of the detector. We define the momentum transfer as Qϭk f Ϫk i with Qϭ(4/)sin(2/2), where k f and k i are the scattered and incident wave vectors of the x-rays at a wavelength of ϭ1.130 Å, and 2 is the scattering angle. The momentum transfer (Q) is resolved into its components parallel (Q ʈ ) and perpendicular (Q z ) to the surface. For the zerothorder rod ͑wide-angle specular reflectivity͒ measurements, the resolution was ⌬Q z ϭ0.007 Å Ϫ1 , whereas for the inplane measurements, ⌬Q ʈ ϭ0.025 Å
Ϫ1
and ⌬Q z ϭ0.037 Å Ϫ1 . A rectangular coordinate system (a,b) is chosen on the Au͑111͒ substrate surface with a along the next nearestneighbor direction, ͗112 ͘, and b along the nearest-neighbor direction, ͗11 0͘, with the lengths of the lattice vectors equal to 4.997 and 8.66 Å, respectively. [17] [18] [19] The ͑1,1͒ and the ͑0.5,2͒ diffraction peaks refer to the (ͱ3ϫͱ3)R30°hexago-nal ordering of the hydrocarbon chains of the SAM and the c(4ͱ3ϫ2ͱ3)R30°superstructure, respectively. The latter is typically denoted c(4ϫ2). For the PTCDA film, we adopt the notation previously obtained for the bulk structure. Prior to deposition, the Au͑111͒ single-crystal substrate was cleaned by repeated sputtering/annealing cycles until the (23ϫͱ3) surface reconstruction of Au͑111͒ ͑Ref. 22͒ remained stable for more than 30 min.
A full-coverage SAM was deposited on the gold crystal by back filling the UHV chamber to a pressure of ϳ3 ϫ10 Ϫ5 Torr with decanethiol (C 10 SH) vapor from a leak valve source attached to the chamber. The coverage was monitored during growth by taking azimuthal scans of the ͑1,1͒ decanethiol diffraction peak, the integrated intensity of which is proportional to the coverage. 16, 23 The approximate domain size of the SAM was determined from the azimuthal full-width-at-half-maximum of the ͑1,1͒ hexagonal diffraction peak. To further increase the domain size, 18 the SAM was annealed at ϳ80°C for several minutes, which should eliminate any vacancy islands. 24 Commercially available PTCDA was purified in three consecutive cycles by gradient sublimation 12 before loading it into the effusion cell positioned 200 mm from the substrate. The source was thoroughly degassed at elevated temperatures (ϳ300°C) before deposition to avoid impurities and moisture that lead to the generation of defects during growth. 12 The rate of thin-film deposition was controlled by the temperature of the resistively heated Knudsen cell. The growth conditions were chosen to correspond to the nonequilibrium regime for PTCDA on Au͑111͒ ͑Ref. 7͒ with a growth rate of ϳ8 ML/min and a substrate temperature of 21°C.
After the growth of the PTCDA layer, both the ͑1,1͒ and the ͑0.5,2͒ SAM peaks showed no apparent changes in shape and intensity indicating that the SAM domain size remained constant ͓see Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͔͒. Furthermore, Fig. 2͑c͒ shows the ͑1,1͒ Bragg rod, which gives information on the tilt angle and direction of the hydrocarbon chains with respect to the substrate. It is evident that the ͑1,1͒ rod was not altered by the PTCDA deposition, from which we infer that the structure of the SAM is unaffected by the PTCDA overlayer.
III. RESULTS
A. Out-of-plane structure Figure 3 shows three wide scan x-ray diffraction patterns of the peak intensity along the ridge of the zeroth-order rod obtained for the clean Au͑111͒ surface ͑triangles͒, after deposition of the SAM ͑circles͒, and after deposition of ϳ16 ML ͑see below Table I͒ of PTCDA ͑diamonds͒. The background has been subtracted from the data. In Fig. 3͑a͒ Figure 4 shows the rocking curve of the ͑102͒ peak centered at 0 ϭ2/2, indicating that Q 102 is parallel to the surface normal. Hence, the PTCDA film grows preferentially with the ͑102͒ planes parallel to the Au substrate, consistent with previous observations for the growth of PTCDA on most inorganic substrates.
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Apart from the PTCDA-related peaks, fringes can be clearly discerned at Q less than 1.8 Å Ϫ1 in Fig. 3͑c͒ . The positions of the corresponding minima, Qϭ0.90Ϯ0.02, 1.32Ϯ0.01, and 1.73Ϯ0.02 Å Ϫ1 , are linearly displaced from the fringe minima in the SAM/Au͑111͒ pattern as indicated by the vertical lines and arrows, but have about the same spacing ␦Q. Even though fringes ͑Laue oscillations͒ relating to the total thickness of the PTCDA layer (⌬Q ϭ0.12 Å Ϫ1 ) should be discernible with the instrumental resolution, none are observed in Fig. 3͑c͒ likely because of the film roughness.
At the ͑204͒ PTCDA peak (Qϭ2Q 102 ϭ3.85 Å Ϫ1 ) destructive interference between the beams reflected from the PTCDA layers and the SAM is observed ͑see Fig. 5͒ . In effect, the SAM acts similarly to the spacer in an optical FIG. 2 . Diffraction from the SAM ordering before ͑open circle͒ and after ͑filled triangle͒ PTCDA deposition, providing evidence for an unaltered SAM. Each set of scans are in the same arbitrary units. ͑a͒: The ͑1,1͒ ''hexagonal'' peak, ͑b͒: The ͑0.5,2͒ superlattice peak, and ͑c͒: The ͑1,1͒ rod ͑raw data, i.e., not corrected for experimental resolution͒.
etalon. The ''dip'' due to the destructive interference at the ͑204͒ PTCDA peak is highly sensitive to the thickness of the SAM and can therefore be used as a precise tool for its determination.
We have used a simple phenomenological approach to fit the x-ray diffraction patterns to obtain structural information from the zeroth-order rods. While our approach contains the essential contributions, some subtleties have not been included in the present treatment, which may limit its absolute accuracy. 27 For simplicity, we neglect possible relaxation effects of the topmost Au layers. Whereas this has some impact on the overall shape of the rod, it does not significantly affect the pronounced interference effects, which are the focus of our analysis. The diffraction amplitude obtained for the bare Au substrate ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒ is modeled as a crystal truncation rod ͑CTR͒ with amplitude:
1Ϫexp͑iQd 111 Au ͒Ϫ␤exp͑ ϪiQd 111 Au ͒ϩ␤ ,
͑1͒
where the roughness parameter ␤ ͑with 0Ͻ␤Ͻ1) is the fractional occupancy of the outermost Au surface. The form factor for a layer of Au atoms, i.e., the electron density per area of a Au layer (10.96 e/Å 2 ) times the normalized form factor for Au, 29 is included in f Au since all layers have the same atomic density. 30 The scattered x-ray intensity is I ϳc corr ͉A Au ͉ 2 , where the factor c corr ␣1/Q 2 due to the Lorentz factor and active area corrections. Since in our experiment we intended to make use of the full incident photon flux, the entrance slits were not very tight. Therefore, at low angles (QϽ1.6 Å Ϫ1 ), where the sample does not intersect the whole incident x-ray beam, c corr ␣1/Q. However, Fig. 3͑a͒ shows this correction only partially accounts for the loss in Table I. intensity at low Q. Consequently, we have disregarded this region ͑dashed line͒ in the fitting of the rod.
The value of ␤ is related to the root-mean-square ͑rms͒ roughness by
For the Au CTR shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ , the best least-squares fit gives ␤ϭ0.21Ϯ0.03 ͑corresponding to rms ϭ1.4 Ϯ0.2 Å). We note, that rms is much smaller than one would obtain in the small-angle reflectivity regime. In the wide-angle geometry with the resolution ͑coherence͒ used in the present experiment, we are mainly probing the roughness of the terraces, which is lower than the roughness from terrace to terrace.
The effect of the SAM on the zeroth-order rod is treated as the scattering obtained from a layer with homogeneous thickness and electron density. In the kinematical approximation, assuming sharp interfaces between the layers, the scattering amplitude can be calculated from
where the form factor for the SAM layer, f SAM , has been approximated as a constant electron density per area of a full coverage decanethiol monolayer (0.89 e/Å 2 ) multiplied by the normalized form factor for a carbon atom. 29 By coherently adding the two contributions, i.e., Iϳc corr ͉A SAM ϩA Au ͉ 2 , 32 using ␤ϭ0.44Ϯ0.02 ( rms ϭ2.8Ϯ0.2 Å) and d SAM ϭ16.0Ϯ0.3 Å, a reasonable fit to the data was obtained ͓solid line, Fig. 3͑b͔͒ . In the fitting we have used c corr ␣1/Q in order to obtain a value for the SAM thickness, d SAM . However, this approach may yield a slightly increased ␤Ϫ value. Given the simplicity of the model ͑i.e., having a constant electron density for the SAM and having neglected possible relaxation effects of the Au surface͒, the value for the thickness is in reasonable agreement the estimate marked by the vertical lines in Fig. 3͑b͒ . The effective roughness of the Au surface appears to have increased after the deposition of the SAM, which is due to the presence of the sulfur atoms, smearing out the electron density profile.
The PTCDA slab is treated using a N-slit interference function
where N PTCDA and d 102 denotes the number of lattice planes and the interplanar stacking distance of the PTCDA film, respectively. Also, f PTCDA contains the form factor of a PTCDA layer, i.e., the normalized form factor of a PTCDA molecule multiplied by the electron density per area (1.680 e/Å 2 ) assuming a base centered unit cell of dimensions 12.1 Åϫ19.9 Å ͑see Sec. III B͒.
From a comparison of the Kiessig fringes in the SAM/Au and the PTCDA/SAM/Au structures it is evident that the relative phase of the different scattering contributions influences the form of the rod, and therefore must be included in the model. Robinson et al. have previously analyzed the structure of the interface between a thin film of NiSi 2 and a Si͑111͒ substrate, 30 which is conceptually analogous to the PTCDA/SAM/Au͑111͒ double layer assuming that the SAM has a vanishingly small electron density. The interface separation between the NiSi 2 layer and the Si͑111͒ substrate was included as a phase factor in the calculation of the scattering amplitude, since the separation leads to a phase shift between waves diffracted from above and below this interface. Even though qualitative information could be obtained by modeling the SAM as a zero-density spacer on the PTCDA/SAM/ Au͑111͒ structure, this simple model, while fitting the PTCDA Bragg peak positions, does not provide an equally good fit elsewhere ͑i.e., at QϽ1.5 Å Ϫ1 ). This is primarily due to the neglect of the nonzero SAM electron density. The ͑bulk͒ electron density of the SAM ( SAM ϭ0.29 e/Å 3 ) is negligible with respect to the gold substrate ( Au ϭ4.65 e/Å 3 ), but is comparable to the PTCDA electron density ( PTCDA ϭ0.51 e/Å 3 ). Therefore, the SAM has to be taken into account in a more complete model for the total scattering intensity of the PTCDA/SAM/Au͑111͒ structure, similar to buried layers in thin films. 33, 34 Consequently, we introduce a model, 27 where each layer is fully included in the scattering amplitude with an appropriate phase factor. Figures 3͑c͒ and 5 ͑solid line͒ show the fit obtained using the more extended model, following:
where A SAM (Q,d SAM )ϭi f SAM ͓sin(Qd SAM /2)/Q͔ is used for the SAM amplitude. To allow for structural inhomogeneities of the PTCDA layer, two roughness parameters have been included. The first rms roughness parameter ( P Ј ) modifies the intensity of the side maxima of the N-slit interference function centered at QϭG h0(2h) , 33 hϭ1,2, and accounts for fluctuations of the PTCDA layers on the order of a lattice constant, whereas the second factor ( P Љ ) modifies the intensity of the PTCDA Bragg peaks arising from larger structural inhomogeneities such as steps on the PTCDA surface. Note that the model also includes a correction (⌬) to distinguish between the thicknesses obtained from the Kiessig fringes and the destructive interference at the ͑204͒ peak, respectively. The physical reason for this parameter is that in diffraction, where the thickness determination relies primarily on the position of the destructive interference at the ͑204͒ PTCDA peak, the thickness obtained is related to the vertical distance between the outermost Au layer and the lowest lying PTCDA layer, whereas the thickness inferred from the Kiessig fringes is the difference in vertical distance between the zeropoint of the derivative of the roughness profiles of the Au/SAM and the SAM/PTCDA interfaces. Therefore, the Kiessig fringes give an apparently smaller SAM thickness, d SAM , than the gold-PTCDA thickness, d SAM ϩ⌬, obtained by diffraction.
Finally, the intensity has been multiplied by 1/Q 2 , and has been convoluted with a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of res ϭ0.003 Å Ϫ1 to take into account the finite instrumental resolution. Similar to the Au rod, c corr ␣1/Q has been used near QϽ1.6 Å Ϫ1 . As seen in Figs. 3͑c͒ and 5, the model adequately reproduces the features of the zeroth order rod. Indeed, the intensity in the proximity of the second order Bragg reflection ͑Fig. 5͒ is reproduced well. Table I provides a summary of the characterization parameters obtained by this fitting of the PTCDA/SAM/ Au͑111͒ structure. The measured gold-PTCDA thickness (d SAM ϩ⌬ϭ16.9Ϯ0.2 Å) is consistent with the calculated value of ϳ16.8 Å, which is in turn based on a d SAM value of 14.0 Å ͑calculated from the full coverage structure as obtained by GIXD and x-ray standing wave methods 35 using standard bond angles and lengths 36 ͒ with the addition of the finite width of the lattice planes which can be roughly estimated as (d 102 ϩd Au )/2ϭ2.8 Å. The value found is also close to the ellipsometry estimate of 14.4Ϯ0.65 Å, 37 which with the finite width of the lattice planes amounts to 17.2 Å. The best fit for the Kiessig fringes was obtained for ⌬ϭ4.9 Ϯ0.2 Å resulting in a value d SAM that deviates somewhat from the thickness obtained directly from the Kiessig fringes. Nevertheless, this ⌬ value is plausible considering that the sulfur layer of the SAM effectively acts on the density profile as a large surface roughness, which shifts the zeropoint of the differentiated density profile away from the outermost Au lattice plane.
Under the present experimental resolution conditions the relatively low effective roughness parameters ͑see Table I͒ refer to a small lateral length scale, i.e., essentially to the terraces themselves. Furthermore, for all sets of parameters, the PTCDA ͑102͒ lattice parameter is slightly increased from the nominal value of 1 d 102 ϭ3.21 to 3.24Ϯ0.03 Å. Note, that this apparent change in lattice parameter may be influenced by the interference between x-rays from the SAM and PTCDA layer at the PTCDA ͑102͒ peaks, the positions of which is slightly shifted.
B. In-plane structure Figure 6 shows a wide azimuthal scan at Q ʈ ϭ0.813 Å Ϫ1 in close proximity to the ͑012͒ peak positions expected for an unstrained PTCDA lattice. 20, 21 The narrow components of the peaks (⌬Ϸ0.9°) show that PTCDA grows in a preferred azimuthal orientation with respect to the underlying SAM. For the set of peaks shown, the optimized momentum transfer parallel to the surface is on average Q ʈ 012 ϭ(0.814Ϯ0.001) Å Ϫ1 with a resolution-limited radial width of ⌬Q ʈ ϭ(0.025Ϯ0.001) Å
Ϫ1 . An intrinsic domain size (L D ) can be estimated from the azimuthal peak width using L D Ϸ2/(Q ʈ 012 ⌬) from which we obtain L D ϳ500 Å. For a 17 ML-thick PTCDA film deposited on Au͑111͒ under identical conditions, the ͑012͒ reflections had azimuthal peak widths on the order of ⌬Ϸ2°, which arose primarily from angular broadening and not the domain size. 25 In our case on the SAM, the angular broadening may contribute to the observed azimuthal width, making L D a lower bound for the domain size. More importantly, by comparing the azimuthal peak widths, the PTCDA domains on the SAM are more azimuthally ordered than is found on Au͑111͒. This behavior may be attributed to the weaker binding to the SAM substrate, where intermolecular forces between PTCDA molecules dominates. This results in a less distorted unit cell, allowing PTCDA molecules to more easily grow in an unstrained bulk structure.
Under the assumption that in the 2D planes PTCDA forms a base-centered rectangular unit cell ͑''herringbone structure''͒ typical of its crystal habit on weakly interacting substrates, the unit cell aspect ratio is related to the azimuthal separation of the ͑012͒ and the (012 ) Bragg peaks. Denoting the 2D PTCDA lattice parameters as a P and b P , the peak separation is given by 7 ⌬ϭ 012 Ϫ 012 ϭ2arctan͑2a P /b P ͒. ͑6͒
The unit mesh in the ͑102͒ plane of the unstrained PTCDA lattice in the ␣-polymorph has the dimensions (a P ,b P )ϭ(11.96 Å,19.91 Å), 20, 21 which gives a separation of ⌬ϭ100.5°at an in-plane momentum transfer Q ʈ ϭ0.821 Å Ϫ1 . When the sixfold symmetry of the SAM is taken into account, the (012 ) peaks are separated from the ͑012͒ peak by 19.5°and 40.5°. Hence, we are able to assign the peaks at ϭϪ21.6°and ϭ39.1°to the ͑012͒ reflections, and ϭϪ40.9°and ϭ20.1°to the (012 ) reflections, the reflections in each set being symmetry equivalent. Note that the ␤-polymorph gives corresponding values 20,21 of 15.6°and 44.4°inconsistent with the peak separation. Assuming these assignments, PTCDA forms an unstrained rectangular surface structure with dimensions 12.1Ϯ0.1 Å ϫ19.9Ϯ0.2 Å, consistent with bulk values for the ␣ polymorph.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Thin films of PTCDA approximately 16 ML thick were found to form an incommensurate ordered structure on the organic surface of a decanethiol SAM on Au͑111͒. The ''inplane'' domain size was typically larger than 500 Å. Previous studies of this type of organic-organic interface have only been performed using techniques with limited resolution such as RHEED and LEED, eluding a full structural characterization. 12, 13 Here, by employing GIXD, both the inplane and out-of-plane structures of PTCDA and the SAM were precisely measured. It was found that the SAM structure was unaffected by deposition of an overlayer of FIG. 6 . Wide angle azimuthal scan through the ͑012͒ PTCDA Bragg peaks. The peaks are assigned assuming a base-centered rectangular unit cell. The inset shows a radial scan of the (012 ) peak at ϭ20.1°. The symmetry equivalent peaks will appear slightly offset due to coupled motions of the four-circle spectrometer. The arrows mark the centers of the broader underlying peaks, whereas the tilted line indicates the cut off of a narrow spurious peak.
PTCDA. As observed on many inorganic substrates, PTCDA was found to have the ͑102͒ stacking direction along the surface normal.
1, 38 The interfaces of this sandwich structure are sufficiently well defined to give rise to interference effects, most notably resulting in the destructive interference at the ͑204͒ PTCDA Bragg peak. From these data, we accurately determined the thickness of the SAM.
An important finding is the high lateral order observed for the PTCDA films deposited on the SAM. The ͑012͒ and (012 ) peaks were found to have a narrower azimuthal width (⌬ϭ0.9°) than for PTCDA deposited on Au͑111͒ (⌬ ϭ2°). In addition, the only evidence for the presence of inequivalent domains of PTCDA, previously observed for PTCDA on Au͑111͒, 7,25,39 was a broad underlying component shifted approximately 0.8°from the ͑012͒ and (012 ) peak positions ͑indicated by arrows, Fig. 6͒ . In contrast to what happens on the SAM, the Au͑111͒ surface interacts strongly with the PTCDA molecules creating a highly strained lattice that is maintained up to a thickness of at least 70 ML. 7 The incommensurate PTCDA packing locks in to the Au͑111͒ lattice, creating inequivalent domains due to several minima in the interface energy between the adsorbate and the substrate. 6, 39 In our case, the hydrocarbon chains exert only a minor influence on the lateral packing of the PTCDA molecules through weak van der Waals interactions between the decanethiol -CH 3 endgroups and PTCDA. In this case, the PTCDA ordering is therefore likely to adopt the unstrained bulk structure. Nevertheless, the SAM structure still determines the orientation of the PTCDA overlayer as seen from the 21.6°rotation of the lattice with respect to the ͗112 ͘ Au azimuthal direction. A similar effect has been observed for ''end-capped'' quinquethiophene ͑EC5T͒ on Ag͑111͒, where the interaction with the substrate did not force a commensurate structure, but nevertheless determined the relative orientation of the overlayer and substrate.
3 A potential candidate leading to the PTCDA orientation is the corrugation of the hydrocarbon chains from the SAM structure which has been observed for n-alkanethiols on Au͑111͒ with both lowenergy atom diffraction 40 and scanning tunneling microscopy. 41 The vertical displacement between hydrocarbon ends can be estimated to be ϳ0.5 Å based on recent structural findings by x-ray standing waves. 35 This results in lateral corrugation of the surface potential serving to orient the PTCDA even though the two lattices are incommensurate. The type of growth where film orientation is observed between weakly bonded, incommensurate layers has previously been termed ''quasi epitaxy.'' 6, 42 Figure 7 shows schematically the PTCDA surface net on Au͑111͒ ͑left͒ and on the decanethiol SAM ͑right͒. PTCDA has previously been observed 39, 43 to align along highsymmetry directions on some substrates. 9 Even though the surface net of PTCDA on the SAM seems to be approximately ͑although not precisely͒ oriented along a highsymmetry direction ͑line AЈ-A), it is not yet possible to unambiguously determine the position of the unit mesh of PTCDA relative to the SAM.
Finally, the modeling of the zeroth-order rod clearly shows that it is possible to describe the layering of organicon-organic thin films with relatively simple models, despite the fact that organic thin films can have more complex structures than their inorganic counterparts.
In this study we have shown that it is possible to grow ordered layers of the large planar molecule PTCDA on the surface of an organic substrate of decanethiol. The selfassembled monolayers are found to be of sufficient quality to be used as substrate interface templates which initiate ordered growth of the PTCDA overlayer. The large variety of SAM end-groups offers unprecedented possibilities for the design of surface properties tailored to result in the growth of high quality organic thin films with a wide range of properties useful in modern optoelectronic devices. 
